MASTER'S DEGREE IN MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
ACADEMIC YEAR 2017-18
Admitted Academic Commission 13/07/2017

ALEMANY BOTELHO, CAROLINA
BLANES MARTÍNEZ, Mª DEL MAR
CABEZAS PEÑALVA, LAURA (*)
CAYUELA RÀFOLS, NÚRIA (*)
CEJUDO LAPUYADE, ALBERT (*)
COVES XAMENA, JOSEP LLUÍS (*)
ERAZO SORIA, CLARA
FOLCH ALCARAZ, ALBERT (*)
FONTELLES BATALLA, LAIA (*)
GARÓFALO MERO, ALICIA CONSUELO
GARZÓN BONETTI, DANIELA
IGLESIAS FERNÁNDEZ, MARC
JARA ECHEVERRÍA, DANILO
MORENO FINA, ALBERT
NARANJO NARANJO, NATALI
NAVAJAS CARREÑO, FRANCISCO JOSÉ (*)
PLANA GARCÍA, VICTORIA
RIU PERDRIX, GUIOMAR (*)
ROLDÁN BALDÓ, MARCEL (*)
ROMERO GIL, JAVIER (*)
SERRA FANALS, MARC (*)
VIÑAS CALAF, MARTA

(*) Pending accreditation of bachelor's degree.

Minimum grade to access: 6,12

Not admitted

RD4149370 reason: academic profile not appropriate

Complaints against resolutions issued by the Academic Commission of the programme must be addressed to the rector by means of an appeal, within a period of one month from the day following the reception of the resolution of said Academic Commission.

Barcelona, 21 June 2018

Carlos Oriol Gorjón
Academic Commission secretary